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God serena power

Now he is number 8 because sure we do not know a lot, there is the fact that he was killed by acnologia shows me if they do not FAIRY TAIL would be gone especially will Jacob's helpHe has 8 elements, I saw 5 cause, before he attacked warron his hand was sparks like lightning and he has land fire wind water and I'm including lightning so he can eat
already most of the people behind him magicAnd remember when he was weakened yes it took down natSU gray lucy and erza and remember when erza gets destroyed she is not and when he was weak he was able to scratch gildartsA man who destroys magic So it is impressiveHe is also probably here Because he didn't have enough show time, but to
leave to the mindMaybe he has married dragon slayer magicMaybe he had white and shade we do not know, and if so, he could fight all the dragon SLAYERS WE KNOW - cough and mutterings-besides acnologiaand probably win, but due to lack of shows I can only put him here not higherBut know his dragon force we do not know it but are sure it is
powerfulUbelievable so I think the time his eyes changed colors is when his dragon force happens but can not say for sure (also he literally destroys the 4 saints of Isgar just to say not an easy holdingAlso he may seem to be able to do teamaccks with himself for example When he fights natsu gray lucy and erza he combined not a not two set but 3 different
elements that are windwater and fire I think if he was alive he could have done everything 8He is my number 8 let me know if you disagree or agree on why he is stronger than the ones I mentioned before him @gogito : Fair enough, but she had tittle of country demolish since before Alvarez bow and confirms in 100 year quest that she got to tittle because of
her expanding and decreasing power, but if you mean strictly Alvarez feats and no statements or achievements from 100 years quest then I agree Mard could win if we assume That he's above the base Natsu. Depends on which giant Brandish, if you mean the one who grabbed Lucy then I agree, but not with near Aldoron size Brandish. It could, but she has
diminishing powers too and can change her size immediately to avoid being stung like she did with Gajeel after his deadline was up. I agree Mard definitely could win if we strictly use her Alvarez feats and not opinions from the 100 year quest (it would apply to her here as well, but I'll count them out), but it will still be a tough fight IMO. For Memento Mori I
agree it can possibly work (even if we don't have much accomplishments of it, or it's limits, but using opinions then it certainly can work). Wahl was Laxus level through hax (before red lightning) and that same Laxus almost a shot Ajeel if not for August. Even saying Laxus is above him, it still doesn't take away from it that Wahl can create a lot of robots to
exploit Mard's weaknesses, and then there is real Wahl himself and Wahl can use an Etherion attack which if is something like the actual Etherion is an automatic victory for him as it is well above Mard's AP or DC or durability. Wahl's durability is arguably also better in his attack mode, Mard has only absorbed sacred shadow magic he never absorbed
anything else, so I'm doubtful if he can absorb Wahl's energy attack (Mard doesn't absorb Natsu's fire or lightning either or Gray's ice). If Gray, who is an ice cream devil killer with high resistance and the ability to eat Ice could not absorb or eat Invel's ice cream and was harmed by it then I doubt Mard would, since he could not abosrb Tartaro's bow Gray's Ice,
which is inferior to Invel's at this point. His thrones would shatter upon contact with Invel's ice let alone his True Ice Kamui armor that nearly froze Gray, Gray with weaker Ice froze and crushed Mard's strongest Thrones and Invel also has bigger AOE then Tartaro's Gray. Invel caught and crushed Gray's ice impact spell with just his hand, so none of Mard's
attack except maybe Memento Mori does anything for him and Mard would be frozen before he even gets to pull this off and his plane is doing nothing as Invel's magic has great AOE. There is also the possibility that he could survive Memento Mori, given his strongest Ice magic &gt; a stronger Gray that is demonized with ice devil killer markings. Also Ice
Slave is a great advantage for Invel, as it could even control a stronger Gray and even control Mavis. Dimaria would win if time stops work on Mard and based on most magic a superior person would be resistant to said magic, so if Mard is strong enough to break her time stop or have a time manipulation resistance then he would break through, otherwise he
would be killed while frozen in time if it is just a fight without a time stop then Mard has a chance to win. Not really, since both are much stronger and August's magic would pretty much give him a resistance to Dimaria's magic, while Irene can enchant himself and opinions put them and Laracade above the other spriggans including Dimaria. Zeref and
Acnologia are also stronger than Dimaria of a lot, Zeref already has time stop and immunity to it, and in stronger forms have better time manipulation (also worth mentioning is that he created END himself) same with ROT Acnologia and even at the bottom Acnologia is resistant to any non dragon slayer magic and can eat all magic and I'm pretty sure If time
stops worked then Zeref would have done so and not prepare a whole rig to try to fight Acnologia in the first place (Plus his durability is well above Dimaria's attack). I agree stronger people can break it, only one is just a usual arrogant way that villains in anime like to explain their loss, since we audiences know stronger characters can usually copy the same
with greater ease, Villains typically have this pride in that believing no one can beat them, even if they know stronger people exist the same could also be applied to Mard Geer, who is one of the most arrogant characters in the series and usually brags a lot. I agree it is possible for him to counter her, but it should depend on whether he is strong enough to or
not, or if he has little time magical resistance similar to Ultear.I agree, but I would add Larcade (stated to be over every Spriggan not named August and Irene and Zeref called Mard useless, but kept Larcade for his invasion), Invel, and Wahl as well, and if we count hax and not just strengthen then Jacob with transportation and Dimaria with time stop too
(Brandish would also be included if we use her opinions and 100 year quest feats, which would still apply to based her on her own words). Page 2@gogito: Fair enough, but she had tittle of country demolisher since before Alvarez's bow and confirms in the 100 year quest that she got to tittle because of her expanding and declining power, but if you mean
strictly Alvarez feats and no opinions or feats from 100 years quest then I agree Mard could win if we assume he's over base Natsu. Depends on which giant Brandish, if you mean the one who grabbed Lucy then I agree, but not with near Aldoron size Brandish. It could, but she has diminishing powers too and can change her size immediately to avoid being
stung like she did with Gajeel after his deadline was up. I agree Mard definitely could win if we strictly use her Alvarez feats and not opinions from the 100 year quest (it would apply to her here as well, but I'll count them out), but it will still be a tough fight IMO. For Memento Mori I agree it can possibly work (even if we don't have much accomplishments of it, or
it's limits, but using opinions then it certainly can work). Wahl was Laxus level through hax (before red lightning) and that same Laxus almost a shot Ajeel if not for August. Even saying Laxus is above him, it still doesn't take away from the fact that Wahl can create a bunch of robots to exploit Mard's weaknesses and then there's the real Wahl himself and Wahl
can use an Etherion attack, which if anything like the actual Etherion is an automatic victory for him as it's way above Mard's AP or DC or durability. Wahl's durability is arguably also better in his attack mode, Mard has only absorbed sacred shadow magic he never absorbed anything else, so I'm doubtful if he can absorb Wahl's energy attack (Mard doesn't
absorb Natsu's fire or lightning either or Gray's ice). If Gray, who is an ice cream devil killer with high resistance and the ability to eat Ice could not absorb or eat Invel's ice cream and was harmed by it then I doubt Mard would, since he could not abosrb Tartaro's bow Gray's Ice, which is inferior to Invel's at this point. His thrones would upon contact with Invel's
ice let alone his True Ice Kamui armor that almost froze Gray, Gray with weaker weaker froze and crushed Mard's strongest Thrones and Invel also has bigger AOE then Tartaro's Gray. Invel caught and crushed Gray's ice impact spell with just his hand, so none of Mard's attack except maybe Memento Mori does anything for him and Mard would be frozen
before he even gets to pull this off and his plane is doing nothing as Invel's magic has great AOE. There is also the possibility that he could survive Memento Mori, given his strongest Ice magic &gt; a stronger Gray that is demonized with ice devil killer markings. Also Ice Slave is a great advantage for Invel, as it could even control a stronger Gray and even
control Mavis. Dimaria would win if time stops work on Mard and based on most magic a superior person would be resistant to said magic, so if Mard is strong enough to break her time stop or have a time manipulation resistance then he would break through, otherwise he would be killed while frozen in time if it is just a fight without a time stop then Mard has
a chance to win. Not really, since both are much stronger and August's magic would pretty much give him a resistance to Dimaria's magic, while Irene can enchant himself and opinions put them and Laracade above the other spriggans including Dimaria. Zeref and Acnologia are also stronger than Dimaria of a lot, Zeref already has time stop and immunity to
it, and in stronger forms have better time manipulation (also worth mentioning is that he created END himself) same with ROT Acnologia and even at the bottom Acnologia is resistant to any non dragon slayer magic and can eat all magic and I'm pretty sure If time stops worked then Zeref would have done so and not prepare a whole rig to try to fight
Acnologia in the first place (Plus his durability is well above Dimaria's attack). I agree stronger people can break it, only one is just a usual arrogant way that villains in anime like to explain their loss, since we audiences know stronger characters can usually copy the same feat with greater ease, Villains typically have this pride in themselves to believe no one
can beat them, even if they know stronger people exist the same could also be used for Mard Geer That is one of the most arrogant characters in series and usually boasts a lot. I agree it is possible for him to counter her, but it should depend on whether he is strong enough to or not, or if he has some time magical resistance similar to Ultear.I agree, but I will
add Larcade (stated to be over each Spriggan not named August and Irene and Zeref called Mard useless, but kept Larcade for his invasion) , Invel, and Wahl as well, and if we count hax and not just strengthen then Jacob with transportation and Dimaria with time stop too (Brandish would also be included if we use her opinions and 100 year quest feats,
which would still apply to her based on own words). words). words).
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